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Gratitude Messages and Welcome Letter to Readers

I would like to inform you that I have departed as of July 2022 from TUSAF, Turkish Flour Industrialists’ Federa-
tion after 12 years as a Secretary General.  As it has been well aware that Turkey has increased  its flour 
export every year and exported flour up to  166 countries. It continues to be the leader  in the world for 
the last 10 years when I was in charge and played a significant role due to market analysis and institutional 
capacity buildings in the TUSAF.

Even many bottlenecks, climate chance, pandemic and conflict in the Black Sea region and around the 
World, we have kept our pace keeping our production and trade volume high. During this period, even 
though management changes and high competitiveness among Turkish millers, I have worked very hard 
and played important role towards to be brand of TUSAF during the last decade in consolidating the sec-
tors and promoted millers in the face of regulatory bodies in Turkey and abroad.

I would like to express my thanks and gratitude to all our TUSAF  Board Members, Association Presidents and 
employees and industry stakeholders during my term of employment.



Now, given this background, since the end of 2019, I am still with the millers and line sectors acting Executive Secretary and Treasurer, IAOM Eurasia, based in İstan-
bul, Turkey, under the chairmanship of Dr.Eren Gunhan Ulusoy, CEO for Ulusoy and Söke Milling Companies and biggest miller in Turkey.  

I also think that my roles and responsibilities turn out to be higher now in Eurasia Region where the conflict and war between Ukraine and Russia continue.  I hope 
that the optimistic mood that started with the grain corridor will continue and the continuation of the grain and milling industry in the world will continue without any 

problems especially for needed countries.

To help to reduce tension and pave the way for peace, we are happy to see and invite you among us at our IAOM Eurasia Conference and Exhibition, which will be 
held in Istanbul, Haliç Congress Center on 24-27 May 2023. All details about the Conference and Exhibition are available at www.aom-eurasia.info and vuralkural@i-

aom-eurasia.info and info@iaom-eurasia.info can be reached. Congress languages   will be Turkish, English and Russian.



ISTANBUL HALIC CONGRESS CENTER
24 - 27 MAY, 2023



In addition to IAOM Eurasia, I am also available for consultancy services for grain and milling sector with “Sustainable Milling Solutions” www.turkishflour.org and in-
fo@turkishflour.org as a consultant especially for education and training for milling professionals. http://turkishflour.org/EN,77/founderceo.html



Sustainable Milling Solutions (SMS) Consultancy Services provides sustainable solutions with experienced partners and broad network to by developing & implemen-
ting services, and expansion of international market strategy, coordinating and managing of restructuring, arrange working groups and events, project manage-

ment, monitoring and reporting . Our network reaches up to grain producers, millers, ingredients firms, logistic, machinery, technology, lab companies, research ins-
titutions, universities, public and private sector based NGOs.

Our experience also extends to the development of effective organizational frameworks to enable monitoring and the strategic management of the economic de-
velopment. Assisted policy makers and executives for the development and strengthening of government and private sector institutions, performed due diligence 

and the promotion of economic policies and sectoral framework through the provision of advanced quantitative analysis, the design of statistical databases, deve-
loping training programs, and restructuring advice. Taken responsibility for organizing conferences and seminers for sectoral gathering and participated the meetin-

gs and platforms that are the effective dialogue mechanisms between government, traders and international partners.

Create decision making process in business consulting both in public and private sectors and key player in this respect.  Review and develop new implementations 
strategies with respect to the sectoral policies for several sectors and follow up macroeconomic and financial strategies  and try to improve the investment environ-
ment both domestic and foreign investors. Devote to promote the sectoral policies not only to business community, but also civil society organizations, NGOs and to 

advice business consulting, sectoral&financial analysis, and industry policy formulations.

Give advise for communication/media relations/digital platforms and promotions. Prepare succinct reports and minutes of discussions and extensive experience in 
reporting. Professional on event management and international congress&exhibition&opening ceremony, including high level invitation.



At the meeting held in Çorum between IAOM Eurasia Director and Ulusoy Milling CEO Dr. 
Eren Günhan Ulusoy and Alapala Machinery CEO Görkem Alapala and their teams, dis-
cussions were held on the final preparations of the training center and programs.

In principle, it was decided to comply with the duration of the courses to be held at the 
Training Center under the coordination of IAOM Eurasia, the curriculum and the determi-
nation of instructor cadres in line with the references provided by IAOM.  It is planned 
that the theoretical part of the first course program will start in Istanbul at the Haliç 
Congress and Exhibition Hall, where the IAOM Eurasia Conference and Exhibition will be 
held between May 24-27, 2023, and then the application will continue at the Alapala 
Training Center in Çorum.

Details and course registration details will be announced soon. We wish good luck to the 
milling industry.


